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BI-EXTENSIONS OF FORMAL GROUPS 

By DAVID MUMFORD 

In the Colloquium itself, I announced that all abelian varieties 
can be lifted to characteristic zero. The proof of this, as sketched 
there, is roughly as follows. 

(i) It suffices to prove that every char p abelian variety is a 
specialization of a char p abelian variety with multiplicative formal 
group (an "ordinary" abelian variety), since Serre (unpublished) has 
shown that these admit liftings. 

(ii) A preliminary reduction of the problem was made to abelian 
varieties X such that the invariant 

a(X) = dimk  Horn (ccp, X) 

is 1. 

(iii) A method was found to construct deformations of a polarized 
abelian variety from deformations of its polarized Dieudonne module. 

(iv) Finally, some simple deformations of polarized Dieudonne 
modules were constructed to establish the result. 

However, it seems premature to give this proof here, since the 
basic method used in (iii) promises to give much fuller information on 
the local structure of the formal moduli space of a polarized abelian 
variety, and this would make my ad hoc method obsolete. I want 
instead to give some basic information on the main new technical 
tool which is used in (iii). 

1. Cartier's result. In the note [1], Cartier has announced a 
module-theoretic classification of formal groups over arbitrary 
ground-rings R. We require only the special case where p = 0 in R, 
which is foreshadowed in Dieudonne's original paper [2], before the 
category men got a hold of it, modifying the technique until the 
restriction "B = perfect field" came to seem essential. 
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DEFINITION. Let R be a ring of characteristic p. Let W(R) be 
the ring of Witt vectors over R, and let 

	

(a0, al, 	= (ag, a!, 

(a0 , a1, a2,...)t  

Then AR  will denote the ring 

W(R)[[V]][F] 

modulo the relations: 

(a) FV = p, 

(b) VaF = at, 

(c) Fa = auF, 

(d) aV = Vaa, 

for all a e W(R). 

THEOREM (Dieudonne-Cartier). There is a covariant equivalence 
of categories between 

(A) the category of commutative formal groups (130 over R, and 

(B) the category of left AR-modules M such that 

(a) n vim = (0), 

(b) Vm =-- 0 m = 0, all m e.M, 

(c) M/VM is a free R-module of finite rank. 

The correspondence between these 2 categories can be set up as 
follows. Recall first that a formal group (LIR (by which we mean a set 
of n power series cki(xl,. .,xn ; yl 	1 < i < n, satisfying the 
usual identities, c.f. Lazard [3]) defines a covariant functor F0  from 
B-algebras S to groups : i.e. V SIR, 

F0(S) = { (a1, ..., a.) 	e S , ai  nilpotent } 

where 

(al 	 b.) .(01(ai, , a.; 	 , b.)). 

N. B. In what follows, we will often call the functor F0  instead of 
the power series (1) the formal group, for simplicity. 
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Let W be the functor 

W(S) =-- { (a0, al,...) I cti  eS, cti  nilpotent, almost all ai  --= 0}, 

gp law .----- Witt vector addition. 

Then we attach to the commutative formal group CI the set 

M = Ho in gp.  functor,/ (W,  Fe ),  

and since AR  a Horn (W, W)°, we can endow M with the structure 

of left AR -module. Conversely, to go in the other direction, first 

note that any AR -module M as in the theorem can be resolved: 

(*) 
cc 

o A; 	M 	0. 

In fact, choose 971 1 ,...,111, E M whose images mod VM are a basis of 
M/VM as R-module. Define 

a(Pi,•• • , Pn) 
i=1 

It is easy to check that Fini  can be expanded in the form 

E Qij( V)mj, Q, a power series in V with coefficients in W(R). 
-t 
Define 

n 

PP', • • • ,Pn) = 	Pi. Qn — 	F, 	Pi. Qin — 	F) • 

It is not hard to check that (*) is exact. Then (3 defines a mono-

morphism of group functors $*: (W)" -+ (W)", and let F be the 

quotient functor (W)n / 13*(W)". Then F is isomorphic to F0  for 
one and— up to canonical isomorphism-only one formal group O. 

Moreover, we get a resolution of the functor F0  : 

, 	,8* o kvv). —4- k  vv —4. F. —4- 0. 

When R is a perfect field, the above correspondence can be 
extended to an analogous correspondence between p-divisible groups 
over R and W(R)[F, V] -modules of suitable type (c.f. [4], [5] ). 
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However, it does not seem likely at present that such an extension 
exists for non-perfect B's. This is a key point. 

2. Bi-extensions of abelian groups. Let A,B,C be 3 abelian groups. 
A bi-extension of B x C by A will denote a set 0 on which A acts 
freely, together with a map 

Ir 
G---Bx0 

making B x C into the quotient 0/A, together with 2 laws of 
composition: 

+1  :GxG--->-G 	 ; +2 :GxG—)-G 

def def 

 

   

	

{(g1, g2) I  w(91), 11(g2) have 	{(g1, g2) 11(g1), 11(g2) have 

same B-component) 	some C-component 

These are subject to the requirements: 

(i) for all b e B, Cab = ir-1(bx C) is an abelian group under 
+1, IT is a surjective homomorphism of 4b onto C, and via the 
action of A on G;), A is isomorphic to the kernel of 77; 

(ii) for all c GC, 	= ir-1(B X c) is an abelian group under 
+2, it is a surjective homomorphism of Cl! onto B, and via the 
action of A on (1, A is isomorphic to the kernel of 7r; 

(iii) given x, y, u, v e C such that 

11(x) (b1, c1) 

11(y) = (b1,  c2) 

n(u) = (b2, el) 

(v) = (b2, c2) , 

then 

(x +1 y) +2(u +1v) = (x +2.4) +1 (y +2 v). 
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This may seem like rather a mess, but please consider the motiva-
ting example: let X be an abelian variety over an algebraically 

closed field k, let X be its dual, and let P be the universal, or 

Poincare, line bundle on over X x X. Then Pk, the underlying set 
of closed points of P, is a bi-extension of Xi, X It  by k* ! 

Notice that if G is a bi-extension of B x C by A, then 77-1  (B x 0) 
splits canonically into A x B, and ir-1(0 X C) splits canonically into 
A X C. In fact, we can lift B to Tr-1(B x 0) by mapping b e B to the 
element of which is the identity in 77.-1(b x C); and we can lift 
C to it-1(0 x C) by mapping c EC to the element ofd which is the 
identity in 7T-1(B X c). 

Bi-extensions can be conveniently described by co-cycles: choose 
a (set-theoretic) section 

BxC 

Via 8 and the action of A on 0, we construct an isomorphism 

Gf.r.AxBXC 

such that the action of A on corresponds to the action of A on 
A x B x C which is just addition of A-components, leaving the B- and 
C-components fixed. Then +1  and +2 go over into laws of compo-
sition on AxBxC given by: 

(a, b, c) +1(a', b, c') = (a + a' + ck(b;c,c'), b, c + c') 

(a, b, c) +2(a', b',  c) = (a + a' + tfr(b,b'; c), b + b', c). 

For +1, +2  to be abelian group laws, we need: 

(a) 4.(b; c + c' , c") + 0(b; c, c') = 0(b; c, c' + c") + (Mb; c' , c") 

ck(b; c, c') = (Mb; c', c); 

(b) +bi, b"; c) + tfr(b , b';  c) = 0(b, b' +b"; c) + ''(b',  b"; c) 

b'; c) = 1k(b' , b; c). 

The final restriction comes out as: 
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(c) 	0(b +b' ; c, c') — ck(b; c, c') 	41(b' ; c, c') 

= tk(b, b'; c +c') — ifr(b , b'; c) — ik(b , b'; cs). 

What are the co-boundaries? If you alter s by adding to it a map 
p:BxC->A, then you check that the new c‘',1,6' are related to 
the old ones by 

94'(b; c, c') — 0(b; c, c') = p(b, c +c') — p(b, c) — p(b, c') 

(b, b'; c) — ik(b, b'; c) = p(b + b' , c) — p(b, c) — p(b', c). 

Using this explicit expression by co-cycles and co-boundaries, it 
is clear that the set of all bi-extensions of B X C by A forms itself 
an abelian group, which we will denote 

Bi-ext (BxC, A). 

It is also clear, either from the definition or via co-cycles, that 
Bi-ext is a covariant functor in A, and a contravariant functor in 
B and C. 

3. Bi-extensions of group-functors. 

DEFINITION. If F,G,H are 3 covariant functors from the category 
of R-algebras to the category of abelian groups, a bi-extension of Gx H 
by F is a fourth functor K such that for every R-algebra S, K(S) is a 
bi-extension of 0(5) x H(S) by F(S) and for every R-homomorphism 

82, the map K(S1)->K(S0) is a homomorphism of bi-extensions 
(in the obvious sense). In particular, if F,G,H are formal groups, this 
gives us a bi-extension of formal groups. 

If F,G,H are formal groups, it is easy again to compute the 
bi-extensions K by power series co-cycles. In fact, one merely has 
to check that: 

(1) there is a functorial section 
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(this follows using the " smoothness " of the functor F, i.e. 
F(S) F(S/I) is surjective if I is a nilpotent ideal); 

(ii) any morphism of functors from one product of formal 
groups to another such product is given explicitly by a set of 
power series over B in the appropriate variables. 

In fact, we will be exclusively interested in the case where 

F =a„, is the formal multiplicative group; that is 

Units in S of form 1 x, x nilpotent, 

composed via multiplication. 

Then if G and H are formal groups in variablesx1,x,, and 

..., yin, a bi-extension of G x H by G. is given by 2 power series 
a(xi, 	; 	yrn , 	), T (Xi , 	 ;y1, ..., NO with 
constant terms 1 such that — abbreviating n-tuples and m-tuples: 

a(x; (1)(Y, y'), Y").(7(x;Y, y') = a(x; y, (NY', e)).a(x; 	y") 
a(x; y, y')-= a(x;  y', y) 

TOY (x, x'), x", y). T(x, x'; y) = 1-(x, IF 	x"); y). T(x', x"; y) 
7-(x, x';  y)= T(x', x; y) 

0.(11"(x, x'); y, y').a(x; y, y')-1.a(x'; y, y')-  = T(x, x'; (13(y, y')). 
T(x, x'; 	1. T(x, x'; y')-', 

if D, IF are the group laws of G and H respectively. 

We want one slightly non-trivial fact about general bi-extensions. 
This result gives essentially the method for computing Bi-ext's via 
resolutions. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let E, 0, G' be abelian group functors as above. 
Suppose 

0 	 F0 	—÷0 

0 	 4 	G' 	0 

are 2 exact sequences of such functors. Then 

Ker{Bi-ext (G x 0', E) —+ Bi-ext (F0  x Fo, E) 

a. (2) = 
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{(f,g) I f: Fo  x F; - > E and g : F1  x 	E bi-homomorphisms 
res f = res g on F1  x F; } 

{(f,g)13h:F0  x F --->-E bi-homomorphism, f and g restrictions of h} 

The proof goes along these lines: let H be a bi-extension 

of G x G' by E. If it lies in the above kernel, then the induced 

bi-extension of F0  x FL is trivial: 

H x (F0  x F0) E x Fo  x Fo 
(Gx 

Consider the equivalence relation on the functor E x Fo  x Fo 

induced by the mapping of it onto H. It comes out that there are 

maps f: Fo x F1-> E, g: Fl  x F,;->E such that this equivalence 

relation is generated by 

(a,b,c),  (a + f(b,B), b, c+C), a E E(S), b e Fo  (S) 

c e F,(S),ie F;(8). (1) 
and 

(a,b,c), (a + g(6 ,c), b +5,c), a e E(S), b e Fo(S) 

b e Fi (S), c e F0(S). (2) 

Moreover, f and g have to be bi-homomorphisms with res f=res g 
on F1  x Fi. Conversely, given such f and g, define the functor H to 
be the quotient of E x F0  x Ft; by the above equivalence relation. 
H turns out to be a bi-extension. Finally, the triviality of H can 

be seen to be equivalent to f and g being the restrictions of a 

bi-homomorphism h: F0  x F -> E. 

4. Bi-extensions of W. 

PROPOSITION 2. Bi-ext (W x W, 	= (0). 

PROOF. Consider functors F from (R-algebras) to (abelian 

groups) which are isomorphic as set functors to D', where 

MS) = { (ai)jai  ES, all i e I, as  nilpotent, almost all ai  = 0} 

and where I is an indexing set which is either finite or countably 

infinite. Note that all our functors are of this type. Then I claim 
that for all R of char p, all such F, there is a canonical retraction pp: 
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P F 

Horn 	(W, 	 Hom 	, 1') 
set-functors 	inclusion 	gp-functors 

which is funetorial both with respect to (1) any homomorphism 
F —>G, and (2) base changes B1  -> B2. 

The construction of pp  is based on Theorem 1 of Cartier's note 

[1]. Let W* be the full Witt group functor (i.e. based on all 

positive integers, rather than powers of p), and let i: D —>W* be the 
canonical inclusion used in [1]. Then Theorem 1 asserts that for 
all formal groups F, every morphism 	F extends uniquely 

to a homomorphism u: W* --->- F. 

9S 
D 	F 

/u 

/ 
W* 

Cartier informs me that this theorem extends to all F's of our 

type. On the other hand, Ws  , over a ring of sharp, is a direct 

summand of SV*: 

VO,  f>  1 W. 
11 

Construct pp  as follows: given f:W —>F, let 0 =res to D of fair; let 
u = extension of 0 to a homomorphism u; let MD. uoj. 

Now let F be a bi-extension of W x W by Gm. For every B-algebra 

S and every a e W (S), let Fo'(resp I'D denote the fibre functor of F 

over {a} X W(resp W X {a}) (i.e. Fa(T) = {b e F(T)I 18t (resp 2nd) 
component of n(b) is induced by a via S-> T}). Then Fa and F: are 
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group functors of the good type extending W by G. over ground 
ring S. Now since an, is smooth, one can choose a section s to 7r : 

s restricts to morphisms sa  : */S —> F:„ for all a e VV (S). Take pra(s.). 

As a varies, these fit together into a new section p'(s) to Tr.  . But 
p'(s) is now a homomorphism with respect to addition into the 2nd  

variable, i.e. 

p'(s)(u, v) +1  p'(s)(u, v') = p'(s)(u, v 	v'). 	(*)' 

Now switch the 2 factors: p'(s) restricts to morphism 

if(s)a : WAS —> F':„ for all a e*(S). Take pF.“(p'(8)a ). As a varies, 

these fit together into a new section If (p1(8)) to Tr. 

Then this satisfies : 

p"(p'(s))(u, v) +2  p"(p'(8))(u', v) = p"(p' (s))(u 	u', v). 	(*)" 

But now, using the functoriality of p, and the property of bi-exten-
sions linking +1  and +2, it falls out that p"(p' (8)) still has property 
(*)' enjoyed by p'(s)! So p"(p'(s)) preserves both group laws and 
splits the extension F. 	 Q.E.D. 

DEFINITION. 2,11, will denote the ring IV (R)[[F V]] modulo the 

relations 

(a) F V = p 

(b) VaF = at 

(c) Fa = F 

(d) a V = VaG, all a e TV (R). 

Every element in this ring can be expanded uniquely in the form: 

P cto  
=1 	—1 

For every such P, let 
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CO 

P* a0 + 	aiFi 	a_i. 

Then * is an anti-automorphism of Ak  of order 2. We shall consider 
AR as an AR X AR-module via 

(P, Q).x = P.x.Q*. 	 (*) 

	

PROPOSITION 3. Bi-homR 	x W, am): AR. 

Moreover, since AR  = HomR(W , W)°, the left-hand side is an 
AR  X AR-module; under the above isomorphism, this structure corres-
ponds to the AR  X AR-module structure on AR defined by (*). 

PROOF. Cartier [1] has shown that for all R, the Artin-Hasse 
exponential defines isomorphisms 

HomR(W, am)  o  W(R) 

where W is the full Witt functor 

W (R) = {(ao, al , ...) I ai  E R} 
1 group law = addition of Witt vectors. 

Therefore, 

	

Bi-HomR(W x 	HomR(W, W). 

Define a homomorphism 

AR --+ HOMR(W ,W) 

by 
	 P 	the map [b 	P(b)]. 

Here P(b) means that V and F operate on Witt vectors in the usual 
way: note that the doubly infinite series P operates on b since b has 
only a finite number of components and all are nilpotent, whereas 
P(b) is allowed to have all components non-zero. 

Let 

Wn(R) == {(a0, a1, •..) I ar = 0, all i ; almost all ai  = 0}. 

Notice that 

HomR(W, W) lim HomR(W„, W), 
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and that q  factors through maps 

AR/AR.Fn 	Homit(Wn, W). 

It suffices to show that On  is an isomorphism for all n. But for n=1, 
AR/AR.F = R[[V]], while 

HomR 	W) Honip-Lie algebras (Lie (*), Lie (W)). 

Also Lie (W) is the free B-module on generators co, e1, e 	with 1,  2, •"  

= ei+i  ; and Lie (W) is the B-module of all expressions E 
t=o 

at e R, with same pth  power map. Moreover E P 	.R[[V]] goes 

0 0 

via 01.  to the lie algebra map taking co  to E at  et. Thus 01  is an 

isomorphism. Now use induction on n, and the exact sequences 

-• 	11' 
C 	

Fa-1 
V n-1 	

w 
" 	" 

6 
1 -4-  0. 

This leads to the diagram: 
En-1 

0 	110M R(VV 1,W 	110M R 	--->- H0mR(*n-PW) 

on 

0 	 ARIAR.Fn 	ARIAR.Fn-1 

The bottom line is easily seen to be exact, so if 	and On_1  are 
isomorphisms, the diagram implies that On  is an epimorphism. 

Q .E .D. 

COROLLARY. Let F1  and F2  be group functors isomorphic to 

(Thai for some n1, n2. Let Mt  = HomR(W , Ft ) be the corresponding 
finitely generated, free AR-module. Then there is a 1— 1 corres-
pondence between bi-homomorphisms 

B:Fi  x F 2 -> 6. 
and maps 
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: M1  X M2 BAR, 

bi-linear in the following sense: 

,(Pm, Qn)=P.(m,n).Q* 

(all meMl, neM2, P,QGAR). 

5. Applications. Putting Propositions 1, 2 and 3 together, we 
conclude the following 

COROLLARY. 

(a) Let D, W be formal groups over R. 

(b) Let M, N be the corresponding Dieudonne modules. 

(c) Let 

0 ------>- 	Fo  -->. M --->- 0 

0—* 	Go  --->- N -- 0 

be resolutions of M and N by finitely generated, free AR-modules. 

Then the group Bi-extR  x 'IP, ano of bi-extensions of formal 
groups can be computed as the set of pairs of bi-linear maps : 

13: Fo  x G1 —>AR) 

y: F1  x Go  

such that 16 = y on F1  x Gi , taken modulo restrictions of bi-linear 
maps a: Fo  x 

In another direction, bi-extensions can be linked to p-divisible 
groups, as defined by Tate [6]. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let F and F' be formal groups over a char p 
ring B. Assume that the subgroups Go  (resp 	=Ker(pn in F 
(resp F')) form p-divisible groups over R(i.e. F and F' are " equi-
dimensional" , or of 'finiteheight"). Then there is a 1-1 correspondence 

between (1) bi-extensions of F X F' by Gm  and (2) sets of bi-homomor- 
phisms 	Gn  x 	such that for all xeGn+i(S), y e 4.1(S), 

Nn (13x, PY) =4+1 (x,y)P. 
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PROOF. We will use descent theory and existence of quotients 
by finite, flat equivalence relations: c.f. Raynaud's article in the 
same volume as Tate's talk [6]. Starting with the fin's, let L„ be 

the quotient functor in the flat topology] of on, x G„ X G by the 
equivalence relation: 

(A, x, y),(A.13„ (x,b), x,y 	b) 

where A e 6.(s) xe Gi,(S), ye GL(S), b E 0;, (S). Then 4, is a 

bi-extension of 0„ x Gn by Gm. Moreover, 4, is a subfunctor of 
4+1, so if we let L be the direct limit of the functor L,„ then L is 

a bi-extension of F x F' by Gm. 

Conversely, if we start with L, let 4, be the restriction of L 
over G„XG,',. In the diagram 

Ln 

X 	 > x 
1 x 

I want to define a canonical map 4, which is a homomorphism in 
both variables, i.e. which splits the induced bi-extension over 
0„ X G'2„. Suppose x e 0„(S), y E G,,' (S) for some R-algebra S. Choose 
zi  e L(S) such that 71.(21) = (x,y). If we add z1  to itself pn times in 
the 1st variable, we obtain a point: 

["]+,(zi) = z2  

a(z2) == (0,y). 

But ir-1((0) x F') is canonically isomorphic to G. x (0) xF', so 

zs  = (A, 0, y), some A ek(S). Now choose a finite flat S-algebra 

such that A = /AP" for some 14 E Gm(S'). Letting z1  also denote the 
element of L(S') induced by zi, define 4 = th-l.z1. This is a new 
point of L over (x, y), which now satisfies [11+1(4 ) = (1,0,y). 
Now add 4 to itself pn.  times in the 2nd variable. 1This gives a point 
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[2)1+  (4) = 13  E (S'), 

(4) = (x, pny). 

Clearly, z's  is independent of the choice of /4, so by descent theory, 

z4 must be induced by a unique element z3  E Ln  (2). Define 

0(x, y) = z8. It is easy to check that 0 is a homomorphism in both 

variables. 

We can use 0 to set up a fibre product diagram: 

osn, x 	x 	L. 

it 

G„ X G„
(1 	

Gn  x Gn 
 xpn) 

where a is a homomorphism of bi-extensions. Since IP is faithfully 

flat, so is cc, and 4. is therefore the quotient of Gm  X 	X 

by a suitable fiat equivalence relation. For every x e G.(8), 

y e 	(S), b e G.' (S) and A e 	(S), there is a unique element 

13„(x, y ,b, A) e G.„,(S) such that 

cc((A, x, y)) = a((A. 13.(x, y, b, A), x, y + b) 

and this function P„ describes the equivalence relation. Using the 
fact that a is a homomorphism of bi-extensions, we deduce 

(1) that P„ does not depend on A, 

(2) 11,1(x, Y, b). fln(x, y +b, b') = 13,,s(x, y, b + b') (via associativity 
of equivalence relation), 

(3) P.(x, y, b). P.(x' , y, b) = P.(x +x' , y, b) (cc preserves +1), 

(4) I3n(x, Y b).13n(x, y', b') = 13n(x, y+y% b +6') (cc preserves 4-2). 

By (4) and (2) with b = y' = 0, 

Pn(x,  y, 0).i3n(x, 0, 	= 1„(x, y, b') = 13n(x 	0).13,(x, y, b'), 

hence ftn  is independent of y too. Then (3) and (4) show that fin  
is a bi-homomorphism, so 4. is constructed from a p. as required. 
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We leave it to the reader to check that if we start from a set of 
pn's, and construct a bi-extension L, then the above procedure 
leads you back to these same fin's. 	 Q .E .D. 

I think that with these results, bi-extensions can be applied to 
the problem of determining the local structure of the moduli space 
of polarized abelian varieties. 
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